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"Helping widows and widowers learn how to cope with the grief of losing their helpmate, their
lover, and perhaps their financial provider, this guide shows them how to find continued meaning
in life when doing so seems difficult. Bereaved spouses will find advice on when and how to
dispose of their mate's belongings, dealing with their children, and redefining their role with
friends and family. Suggestions are provided for elderly mourners, young widows and widowers,
unmarried lovers, and same-sex partners. The information and comfort offered apply to
individuals whose spouse died recently or long ago."

About the AuthorAlan D. Wolfelt, Ph.D., serves as director of the Center for Loss and Life
Transition. He writes the "Children and Grief" column for Bereavement Magazine and has
appeared on The Oprah Winfrey Show, Larry King Live, and Today. He is the author of Healing
Your Grieving Heart, Healing a Teen's Grieving Heart, and Understanding Your Grief. He lives in
Fort Collins, Colorado.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Healing a
Spouse's Grieving Heart100 Practical Ideas After your Husband or Wife DiesBy Alan D.
WolfeltCenter for Loss and Life TransitionContentsAlso by Alan Wolfelt:,Title Page,Copyright
Page,Dedication,INTRODUCTION,1. - UNDERSTAND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GRIEF
AND MOURNING.,2. - KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE.,3. - BE COMPASSIONATE WITH
YOURSELF.,4. - ACKNOWLEDGE THE UNIQUENESS OF YOUR WIDOWHOOD.,5. - ALLOW
FOR NUMBNESS.,6. - EXPECT TO HAVE A MULTITUDE OF FEELINGS.,7. - BE AWARE THAT
YOUR GRIEF AFFECTS YOUR BODY, HEART, MIND, SOCIAL SELF AND SPIRIT.,8. -
EMBRACE YOUR SPIRITUALITY.,9. - LET GO OF DESTRUCTIVE MYTHS ABOUT GRIEF
AND MOURNING.,10. - TELL THE STORY, OVER AND OVER AGAIN IF NECESSARY.,11. -
START EACH NEW DAY WITH A MEDITATION OR PRAYER.,12. - WALK SIDE-BY-SIDE WITH
YOUR GRIEF.,13. - ACKNOWLEDGE ALL THE LOSSES THIS DEATH HAS WROUGHT.,14. -
ALLOW FOR FEELINGS OF UNFINISHED BUSINESS.,15. - FORGIVE YOURSELF.,16. -
COMBAT THE LONELINESS.,17. - REACH OUT TO OTHERS FOR HELP.,18. - IDENTIFY
THREE PEOPLE YOU CAN TURN TO ANYTIME YOU NEED A FRIEND.,19. - UNDERSTAND
THE SIX NEEDS OF MOURNING,20. - UNDERSTAND THE SIX NEEDS OF MOURNING,21. -
UNDERSTAND THE SIX NEEDS OF MOURNING,22. - UNDERSTAND THE SIX NEEDS OF
MOURNING,23. - UNDERSTAND THE SIX NEEDS OF MOURNING,24. - UNDERSTAND THE
SIX NEEDS OF MOURNING,25. - KNOW THAT GRIEF DOES NOT PROCEED IN ORDERLY,
PREDICTABLE "STAGES.",26. - TURN OVER THE FINANCIAL REINS FOR NOW.,27. -
RECOGNIZE THAT YOUR FRIENDSHIPS WILL PROBABLY CHANGE.,28. - LET OTHERS
TAKE CARE OF YOU.,29. - IF YOUR HUSBAND HAS DIED, CONSIDER THIS:,30. - IF YOUR
WIFE HAS DIED, CONSIDER THIS:,31. - IF YOUR SPOUSE DIED AFTER AN EXTENDED



ILLNESS OR DECLINE, KNOW THAT FEELINGS OF RELIEF ARE PERFECTLY NORMAL.,32.
- IF YOU HELPED CARE FOR YOUR ILL SPOUSE, GIVE YOURSELF TIME TO
RECUPERATE.,33. - IF YOUR SPOUSE DIED SUDDENLY, LOOK FOR WAYS TO EMBRACE
THE REALITY OF THE DEATH.,34. - CONJURE UP YOUR SPOUSE.,35. - ASK YOUR
SPOUSE FOR ADVICE.,36. - KEEP IT REAL WITH YOUR CHILDREN.,37. - IF YOU ARE
ANGRY, FIND APPROPRIATE WAYS TO EXPRESS YOUR ANGER.,38. - IF YOU ARE UPSET
ABOUT THE MEDICAL CARE YOUR SPOUSE RECEIVED, EXPRESS THOSE FEELINGS.,39.
- TURN TO YOUR FAMILY.,40. - DO WHAT FEELS RIGHT WITH YOUR SPOUSE'S
BELONGINGS.,41. - RELEASE ANY BAD FEELINGS OR REGRETS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT
THE FUNERAL AND BURIAL.,42. - PREPARE FOR YOUR OWN EVENTUAL DEATH.,43. -
CRY.,44. - REACH OUT AND TOUCH.,45. - READ OLD LETTERS.,46. - WRITE A NEW
LETTER.,47. - BE MINDFUL OF ANNIVERSARIES.,48. - TAKE GOOD CARE OF
YOURSELF.,49. - UNDERSTAND THE ROLE OF "LINKING OBJECTS.",50. - KEEP A
JOURNAL.,51. - ORGANIZE A TREE PLANTING.,52. - PLAN A CEREMONY.,53. - ORGANIZE
A MEMORY BOOK.,54. - CONSIDER WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR WEDDING RINGS.,55. -
SUBSCRIBE TO HEALING.,56. - DON'T BE CAUGHT OFF GUARD BY "GRIEFBURSTS.",57. -
THINK YOUNG.,58. - TALK TO YOURSELF ABOUT DATING AGAIN.,59. - TALK TO
YOURSELF ABOUT SEX.,60. - LISTEN TO THE MUSIC.,61. - PRAY.,62. - LEARN SOMETHING
NEW.,63. - PICTURE THIS.,64. - VOLUNTEER.,65. - VISIT THE GREAT OUTDOORS.,66. -
SURF THE WEB.,67. - WATCH FOR WARNING SIGNS.,68. - SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE.,69. -
ESTABLISH A MEMORIAL FUND IN THE NAME OF THE SPOUSE WHO DIED.,70. - OR
CHOOSE TO MEMORIALIZE YOUR SPOUSE IN OTHER SPECIAL WAYS.,71. - PREPARE
YOURSELF FOR THE HOLIDAYS.,72. - FIND A GRIEF "BUDDY.",73. - BE YOU.,74. - IGNORE
HURTFUL ADVICE.,75. - MAKE A LIST OF GOALS.,76. - BUT AVOID MAKING ANY MAJOR
CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE FOR AT LEAST TWO YEARS.,77. - COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS.,78.
- ASK YOURSELF TWO QUESTIONS: WHAT DO I WANT? WHAT IS WANTED OF ME?,79. -
DO SOMETHING YOU'RE GOOD AT.,80. - IMAGINE YOUR SPOUSE IN HEAVEN.,81. -
PRACTICE BREATHING IN AND OUT.,82. - TALK OUT LOUD TO YOUR SPOUSE.,83. - DRAW
A "GRIEF MAP.",84. - TALK TO A COUNSELOR.,85. - LOOK INTO SUPPORT GROUPS.,86. -
HELP OTHERS.,87. - SAY NO.,88. - TAKE A MINI-VACATION.,89. - REARRANGE OR
REDECORATE YOUR LIVING SPACE TO SUIT YOU.,90. - IF YOU REMARRY, KNOW THAT
YOUR GRIEF MUST BE "GRANDFATHERED IN.",91. - REMEMBER OTHERS WHO HAD A
SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR SPOUSE.,92. - SCHEDULE SOMETHING THAT
GIVES YOU PLEASURE EACH AND EVERY DAY.,93. - TEACH OTHERS ABOUT GRIEF AND
MOURNING.,94. - SPEND TIME ALONE.,95. - CREATE A SANCTUARY JUST FOR YOU.,96. -
VISIT THE CEMETERY.,97. - GET AWAY FROM IT ALL.,98. - CHOOSE TO LIVE.,99. -
UNDERSTAND THE CONCEPT OF "RECONCILIATION.",100. - BELIEVE IN YOUR CAPACITY
TO HEAL AND GROW THROUGH GRIEF.,A FINAL WORD,THE MOURNER'S CODE - Ten
Self-Compassionate Principles,SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR HEALING A SPOUSE'S



GRIEVING HEART!,ALSO BY ALAN WOLFELT,CHAPTER 11.UNDERSTAND THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GRIEF AND MOURNING.• Grief is what we think and feel on the
inside when someone we love dies.• Mourning is the outward expression of our grief.• Everyone
grieves when someone loved dies, but if we are to heal, we must also mourn.• Many of the ideas
in this book are intended to help you mourn the death of your spouse — to express your grief
outside of yourself. Over time and with the support of others, to mourn is to heal.• Mourning the
death of a spouse isn't always easy. As a culture, we tend to be uncomfortable with outward
expressions of grief. We sometimes feel ashamed or weak if we show our innermost feelings. Yet
the truth is, it takes strength and perseverance to mourn.• If some of your friends and family are
not compassionately supporting your need to mourn, seek out the company of those who
will.CARPE DIEM: Ask yourself this: Have I been mourning my spouse's death or have I
restricted myself to grieving?2.KNOW THAT YOU ARE NOT ALONE.• Your relationship with
your spouse was unique. Your grief is unique, too. No other widow or widower will grieve in
exactly the same way. No one else will have precisely the same thoughts and feelings.• Still, you
are not alone. Millions of others have experienced the death of a spouse in the last five years.
Millions more will lose a partner in the coming decade. According to the Census Bureau, at any
given time about 12% of the U.S. population has been widowed — 2 % of all men and 10% of all
women. And this number does not include deaths among same sex partners and unmarried
heterosexual couples.• Some people like to point out that widowhood happens to half of all
married people. This is not to say that something is simple or unimportant just because it is
commonplace. On the contrary, the loss of a partner is among life's most wrenching and
challenging experiences.• Many others before you have walked the path that you now walk. They
are all around you — in your neighborhood, your workplace, your community groups, your place
of worship. And many of them would like to offer you the support that only another widow can.
Open up to others and in turn they will open up to you.CARPE DIEM:Think about whom you
know who has also lost a spouse or partner. Make an effort to spend some time talking with one
of these people today.3.BE COMPASSIONATE WITH YOURSELF.• The journey through grief is
a long and difficult one. It is also a journey for which there is no preparation.• You have lost your
life partner, perhaps your soulmate and best friend. The person who may have known you better
than anyone else is now gone. To feel lonely, angry, deeply sad and other difficult emotions is not
only normal, it is necessary.• Be compassionate with yourself as you encounter these painful
thoughts and feelings.• Don't judge yourself or try to set a particular course for healing. There is
no one way to grieve the death of a spouse. There is only what you think and feel and the
expressing of those thoughts and feelings.• Let your journey be what it is. And let yourself —
your new, grieving self — be who you are.CARPE DIEM:If you have the energy, take a walk
today through a quiet area of town. Or better yet, get out of town and find a "safe place" in
nature. Rest when you're tired and contemplate the ways in which you might take better care of
yourself in the coming weeks and months.4.ACKNOWLEDGE THE UNIQUENESS OF YOUR
WIDOWHOOD.• Your unique grief journey will be shaped by many factors, including:* the nature



of the relationship you had with your husband or wife.* the age of the spouse who died as well
as your own age.* how long you were married.* the circumstances of the death.* your family's
coping and communication styles.* your unique personality.* your cultural background.* your
religious or spiritual beliefs.* your gender.* your support systems.• Because of these and other
factors, no two deaths are ever mourned in precisely the same way. If other people in your life
have died, you may find that this grief feels similar or completely different.• If you are a younger
widow, your circumstances and needs will probably be very different than if you're an older
widow — and vice versa. Financial matters, social issues, remarriage, childcare — all these
things can be markedly different depending upon your age.• Don't have rigid expectations for
your thoughts, feelings and behaviors. Instead, accept and even celebrate your
uniqueness.CARPE DIEM:Reach out to get your unique mourning needs met today. Find
someone close to your age and circumstances who is also a widow — someone who can truly
affirm and honor the power of your story.5.ALLOW FOR NUMBNESS.• Feelings of shock,
numbness and disbelief are nature's way of temporarily protecting us from the full reality of the
death of someone loved. They help us survive our early grief. Thank God for numbness and
denial.• We often think, "I will wake up and this will not have happened." Mourning can feel like
being in a dream. The world feels distant, almost unreal — especially the lives of other people.
The world turns but you may not feel it. Time elapses, but you may not experience it.• Your
emotions need time to catch up with what your mind has been told. This is true even when death
has followed a long illness.• Even after you have moved beyond your initial feelings of shock,
numbness and disbelief, don't be surprised if they resurface. Birthdays, holidays and
anniversaries and other special occasions often trigger these normal and necessary feelings.•
You may want to reach out and let others you trust know when you are experiencing waves of
numbness and disbelief. Their compassionate support will help you through these difficult
times.CARPE DIEM:If you're feeling numb, cancel any commitments that require concentration
and decision-making. Allow yourself time to regroup.6.EXPECT TO HAVE A MULTITUDE OF
FEELINGS.• Mourners don't just feel sad. We may feel numb, angry, guilty, afraid, confused or
even relieved. Sometimes these feelings follow each other within a short period of time or they
may occur simultaneously.• As strange as some of these emotions may seem to you, they are
normal and healthy.• Think of your feelings as friends to be understood, not enemies to be
fought. In part, the function of your feelings is to remind you that you have "special needs." Your
task is to pay attention to your unique special needs.• Allow yourself to feel whatever it is you are
feeling without judging yourself.• Talk about your feelings with someone who cares and can
supportively listen.CARPE DIEM:Which emotion has surprised you most since your spouse's
death? In your mind, single out this emotion for a moment and give it play. Embrace it. Honor it.
And affirm it by talking to someone else who has journeyed through grief after the death of a
spouse.7.BE AWARE THAT YOUR GRIEF AFFECTS YOUR BODY, HEART, MIND, SOCIAL
SELF AND SPIRIT.• Grief is physically demanding. The body responds to the stress of the
encounter and the immune system can weaken. You may be more susceptible to illness and



physical discomforts. You may also feel lethargic or highly fatigued. (We call this the "lethargy of
grief.") You may not be sleeping well.• The emotional toll of grief is complex and painful.
Mourners often feel many different feelings, and those feelings can shift and blur over time.•
Cognitive disorientation is common in grief. You may find yourself unable to think clearly, stay on
task or remember everyday things.• Bereavement naturally results in social discomfort. Friends
and family often withdraw from mourners, leaving us isolated and unsupported. While I hope this
isn't the case for you, don't be shocked if some of your friends and family pull away. They often
do this in an effort to protect their own emotions.• After the death of someone loved, we often
ask ourselves, "Why go on living?" "Will my life have meaning now?" "Where is God in this?"
Spiritual questions such as these are natural and necessary but also draining. If you are feeling
spiritual discomfort, you may want to talk with a clergyperson or spiritual counselor.• Basically,
your grief may affect every aspect of your life. Nothing may feel "normal" right now. If this is true
for you, don't be alarmed. Just trust that in time, you will find peace and comfort again.CARPE
DIEM:If you've felt physically affected by your grief, see a doctor this week. Sometimes it's
comforting to receive a clean bill of health.8.EMBRACE YOUR SPIRITUALITY.• Above all, grief
is a journey of the soul. It demands you to consider why people live, why people die and what
gives life meaning. These are the most spiritual questions we have language to form.• For many
people, formal places of worship — churches, synagogues, mosques — offer a safe place and a
ritualized process for discovering and embracing their spirituality. If you don't belong to a place of
worship, perhaps now is a good time to join.• Try to schedule some spiritual time into each day.•
For me, spending time alone in nature provides both the solitude and the beautiful evidence of
God's existence that I need to nurture my soul. This "exile time" helps restore my soul and gives
me the energy to cope with the demands of my day.• Since your spouse died, you may have
found yourself contemplating your own eventual death. This is very common. After all, you were
partners in life. It's only natural to wonder if you'll be partners after life.• We grow, we learn; the
spiritual path is a lifetime unfolding process. The death of your spouse may inspire this spiritual
unfolding. Make the effort to embrace your spirituality and it will embrace you back by inspiring
you with a sense of peace, hope and healing.CARPE DIEM:Perhaps you have a friend who
seems spiritually grounded. Talk to this person about his beliefs and spiritual experiences. Ask
him how he learned to nurture his spirituality.9.LET GO OF DESTRUCTIVE MYTHS ABOUT
GRIEF AND MOURNING.• Unknowingly, you have probably internalized many of our society's
harmful myths about grief and mourning.• Here are some to let go of:* I need to be strong and
carry on.* Tears are a sign of weakness.* I need to get over my grief.* Death is something we
don't talk about.• Sometimes these myths will cause you to feel guilty about or ashamed of your
true thoughts and feelings.• Your grief is your grief. It's normal and necessary. Allow it to be what
it is. Allow it to last as long as it lasts. Strive to be an authentic mourner — one who openly and
honestly expresses what you think and feel.CARPE DIEM:Help de-mythologize grief by talking
to your friends and family about grief and mourning. Let them know that their feelings about your
spouse's death are normal and necessary. Share how you've been feeling.10.TELL THE STORY,



OVER AND OVER AGAIN IF NECESSARY.• Acknowledging a death is a painful, ongoing need
that we meet in doses, over time. A vital part of healing in grief is often "telling the story" over and
over again.• The "story" relates the circumstances surrounding the death, reviewing the
relationship, describing aspects of the personality of the spouse who died, and sharing
memories, good and bad.• It's as if each time we tell the story, it becomes a little more real. It
also becomes a more integrated part of who we are.• Find people who are willing to listen to you
tell your story, over and over again if necessary, without judgment.CARPE DIEM:Tell the story to
someone today in the form of a letter. Perhaps you can write and send this letter to a friend who
lives far away. If you are not a letter writer, find a trusted friend to "talk out" the story. You will
know who will be willing to listen and who won't.11.START EACH NEW DAY WITH A
MEDITATION OR PRAYER.• For many widows, waking up in the morning is the hardest part of
their day. It's as if each time you awaken you must confront anew the realization that your
lifemate has died.• Starting the day off with tears and a heavy heart, day in and day out, is so
draining. Yet it may be a necessary part of your grief journey, especially in the early weeks and
months after the death.(Continues...)Excerpted from Healing a Spouse's Grieving Heart by Alan
D. Wolfelt. Copyright © 2003 Alan Wolfelt. Excerpted by permission of Center for Loss and Life
Transition.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site.
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crazy about reading, “Book’s marked slightly but usable. I was concerned about the package
being torn open.  The edge of the book was rubbed and marked but I will accept it.”

Louise K., “Exactly as advertised & excellent delivery time. Purchased to complement the
author’s book, Understanding Your Grief, which will be used during an upcoming series of grief
support meetings, I felt this book may be helpful.”

Mary, “Nice read!. I enjoyed the book!”

Valerie Joyce, “Helpful for some comfort for a parent who lost a spouse.. I purchased this for my
dad after I had purchased the grieving adult one for myself. It’s a nice book with comforting
things.”

Just a Mom, “Helpful book about loss. I ordered this book a few months after my fiancé passed
away. If you’re a widow, or have lost a partner; whether you’re a young widow or an older widow;
this book will help you.I promise you’re not crazy. From forgetting basic things, like how to spell
simple words, not sleeping, eating or doing too much of both. It’s normal. This has helpful advice
for investments, budgeting, surviving the holidays, and many more topics.If you’re reading this
and you have lost a loved one, take it one day at a time. Don’t be hard on yourself. Be kind to
yourself. Find a support group like Grief Share & get connected with others like you. Most
importantly, remember every good time and memory you shared with your loved. Just because
their no longer with us; doesn’t mean we forget them. Talk about them as much as you need to,
to help you heal. A part of you may have died when your loved one died, that’s normal. That just
means you loved deeply and you loved well. Hugs to all of you.”

WA1TBA, “Just what I needed. Losing my wife shortly after our 51st wedding anniversary to
cancer was traumatic. The mourning process has been longer and more drawn out than I
could've imagined. This book is a balm for the grieving widow/widower. I have felt so much
better having the insights it has provided, I can't adequately express what a Godsend it has
proven to be. More beneficial than months of therapy, and written with great sensitivity. I'm so
thankful to have come across it.  It's given me a real 'lift!'”

DMB, “A helpful, easy read for the newly grieving. As a recent widow I've read several books on
grieving. This one was the first and was given to me by a friend. It is not my nature to seek
outside help, but this book was comforting and helpful. It is easy to open any page and read the
passage but the intro was excellent also. If you've suffered a recent loss, this book will help you
and let you know that you're not alone in what you're feeling.”



Taylor, “Such a relief to read this book. I hope others who are deep in grief will find their way to
it.. This little book has helped me so much. I read through the whole thing in one go, because
with each chapter, I felt such a sense of relief. The way it is written is very easy to read, which is
important when one's brain is fogged by the intense feelings of loss, sadness and disbelief at
finding oneself in this impossible situation.”

Scrapbooker, “Most helpful book I own.. I was at rock bottom when I purchased this book. I found
it incredibly helpful.My husband passed on five months ago and I read this book for comfort
most days.I would really recommend it to someone suffering the loss of their spouse.most”

Jo, “Wonderful book.. I bought this for my mum as my dad passed away recently. She really
found comfort in knowing that how she was feeling and all the tears were normal. She read it and
just said, 'Thank you, it's so helpful.' Thank you to the author for making my mum feel normal.”

Geoff, “Excellent Bereavment book. If you are ever in the sad position of loosing a loved one, this
book or one of the others in the series, could be a great help to you”

The book by Hope N. Griffin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 852 people have provided feedback.
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